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Abbreviation
ACEI· Association for Childhood Education International

APCEIU   · Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding

ASEAN    · Association of South East Asian Nations

ASPnet    · UNESCO Associated School Project Network

ASPUnivNet   · Interuniversity Network Supporting ASPnet

DepED    · Department of Education of the Philippines

ESD       · Education for Sustainable Development

EISD      · Section for Educational Innovation and Skills Development

GCED    · Global Citizenship Education

GiFT     · Global incubation x Fostering Talents

ICCS     · International Civic and Citizenship Education Study

ICT      · Information and Communications Technology

IEA     · International Evaluation for Education Association

INRULED  · International Research and Training Centre for Rural Education

JAIE      · Japanese Association for International Education

LGBT      · Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgendered

NGO     · Non-Governmental Organization

PETA     · Philippine Educational Theater Association 

SEA-TCF   · Teacher Competency Framework for Southeast Asia Teachers

SDGs      · Sustainable Development Goals

UNESCO   · United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

UN      · United Nations

YAR       · YAR Youth-led-Action-oriented Research on Basic Skills Education for Young Women 
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

Overview

Participant Statistics

Introduction
Title The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
 Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

Theme GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Dates 5-6 September 2018

Venue Lotte Hotel, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Co-organized by

 

In partnership with 

KoreanForeigner

Participants 59% 

41% 
Category Pre-

registered

Number of actual participants

Number of 
countries

Pre-
registered

Onsite 
registered Total

Korean 464 1 300 64 364

Foreigner 400 64 246 3 249

Total 864 65 546 67 613
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction

Program
m

e Schedule 
DAY 1

DAY 2

About the 3rd International Conference on GCED

In recognition of the prominent role of education in addressing interconnected global challenges, 

GCED has emerged as one of the global goals to be achieved by 2030 as inscribed in the UN SDGs. This 

Conference, therefore, aims to serve as a prime platform to promote conversations on GCED, share 

current issues and good practices, as well as explore future steps in the area of GCED, along with diverse 

participants from around the world.

The Conference, which is held annually, provides an excellent opportunity for participants to deeply 

immerse themselves in GCED for two full days. A multiplicity of views and perspectives are shared, and a 

variety of practical, hands-on experiences are offered in an atmosphere of mutual support and respect. 

Including many different formats to cater to a diverse audience, the Conference intends to inspire each 

and every participant to learn from fellow participants and act on their own initiative to make GCED root 

down firmly at the local level.

The 3rd Conference brought together those who have been at the forefront of GCED from all corners of 

the world. Under the overarching theme of ‘GCED in Every Corner of the World: Local-Contextualization 

of GCED’, the Conference touched upon how GCED has been and/or can be perceived and implemented 

differently based on the local, national and regional contexts. The Conference explored and shared 

regional, national, local and traditional concepts which address same or similar values to those that are at 

the core of GCED. Furthermore, this platform for intensive exchanges of practices and ideas facilitated the 

dialogue on diverse roles of GCED playing with different emphases depending on the contexts of societies.
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

Programme Schedule
Time Programme Venue

08:30 - 09:30 Registration Foyer

09:30 - 10:00

Opening Ceremony

Crystal
Ballroom

Opening
Address

PARK Chun-ran
Vice Minister of Education, Republic of Korea

Welcoming 
Address

CHO Hyun
2nd Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea

Congratulatory 
Address

BAN Ki-moon
The 8th Secretary-General of the United Nations

Congratulatory 
Remarks

CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO

Welcoming 
Remarks

CHUNG Utak
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU)

10:00 - 10:20

Keynote Speech

MOON Chung-in
 Special Advisor to the President for National Security and Foreign Affairs & Distinguished University 
Professor, Yonsei University, Republic of Korea

10:20 - 10:50 Poster Session & Tea Break Foyer

10:50 - 12:20

Plenary Session 1
GCED in the context of the Korean peninsula—its contribution to peacebuilding and 
reconciliation efforts

Crystal 
Ballroom

Moderator CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO

Keynote 
Presenter

LEE Jaejoung
Governor of Education, Gyeonggido Office of Education & Former Minister of Reunification, 
Republic of Korea

Panellists

KWON Heonik 
Professor, Trinity College, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

KIM Sung Kyung
Professor, University of North Korean Studies, Republic of Korea

Eckhardt FUCHS
Director, Georg Eckert Institute, Leibniz Institute for International Textbook Research

SHIN Duchel 
Director, Citizenship Education Division, Ministry of Education, Republic of Korea

12:20 - 13:20 Lunch

Day 1 : 5 September 2018
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED
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Programme Schedule
Time Programme Venue

13:20 - 14:30

Plenary Session 2
GCED –Taking it local!

Crystal 
Ballroom

Moderator
Dov LYNCH
Chief, Section of Global Citizenship and Peace Education, Division for Peace and Sustainable 
Development, Education Sector, UNESCO

Panellists

CHANG Gwang-Chol
Officer-in-charge and Director a.i., UNESCO Regional Office for West Africa (Sahel)

Ana María VELASQUEZ
Associate Professor, Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia

Bert TUGA
Vice President, University Relations and Advancement, Philippine Normal University, Philippines

14:30 - 15:00 EIU/GCED Best Practice Awards Ceremony & Tea Break Foyer

Concurrent Session 1
Do classrooms respond to the local realities?

15:00 - 16:30

Concurrent Session 1A
Preparing teachers for GCED 

Crystal 
Ballroom

A

Moderator Lay Cheng TAN
Programme Officer, UNESCO Bangkok

Presenters

Wangpo TENSIN
Dean and Curriculum Specialist, Royal Education Council, Bhutan

Sayaka MATSUKURA
Chief Researcher and English Teacher, Saitama Ageo Higashi Junior High School, Japan

Athapol ANUNTHAVORASAKUL
Professor, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

Concurrent Session 1B
Comparative studies on GCED in the system of formal education in Korea, Japan and China

Crystal 
Ballroom

B

Moderator HAN Geon-Soo
Professor, Department of Cultural Anthropology, Kangwon National University, Republic of Korea

Presenters

JHO Daehoon
Professor and Dean, College of Education, Sungshin Women’s University, Republic of Korea
Head Researcher of Research on GCED Implementation Status in the Republic of Korea
LEE Sunyoung
Seoul GCED Lead Teacher, Seoul Yangcheon Elementary School, Republic of Korea 
CHA Boeun
Seoul GCED Lead Teacher & Researcher, Centre for Global Studies Education

Makoto KOBAYASHI
Professor, College of Education, Tamagawa University, Japan

Yuchi ZHAO
Programme Specialist, UNESCO International Research and Training Centre for 
Rural Education

Debater PAK Soon-Yong
Professor, Department of Education, Yonsei University, Republic of Korea
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice Programme Schedule

Time Programme Venue

Concurrent Session 1 

15:00 - 16:30

Concurrent Session 1C
GCED-integrated curricula responding to local contexts:
Cases from Cambodia, Mongolia, Uganda and Colombia

Crystal 
Ballroom

C

Moderator Ana María VELASQUEZ
Associate Professor, Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia

Panellists

Vichheka KHUON
 Deputy Director General, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Cambodia

Olga Lucia ZARATE MANTILLA
Director, Preschool, Elementary & Secondary Education, Ministry of National Education, 
Colombia

Bayarmaa BAZARSUREN
Researcher, Mongolian Institute for Educational Research

Patrice SSEMBIRIGE
Curriculum Specialist, National Curriculum Development Centre of Ministry of Education 
and Sports, Uganda

16:30 - 17:00 Tea Break Foyer

17:00 - 18:00

Plenary Session 3 
GCED Play – Here, hear

Crystal 
Ballroom

Facilitator Lea L. ESPALLARDO
Resident Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Performers

Meann ESPINOSA
Senior Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Ada Marie TAYAO
Senior Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction

Program
m

e Schedule 
DAY 1

DAY 2

Time Programme Venue

08:30 - 09:30 Registration Foyer

09:30 - 10:00

Opening Session

Crystal
Ballroom

Welcoming
Address

CHUNG Utak
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU)

Congratulatory 
Address

Leonor BRIONES
Secretary of Department of Education (DepEd), Philippines

Congratulatory 
Remarks

Shigeru AOYAGI 
Director, UNESCO Bangkok

10:00 - 10:30 Tea Break Foyer

10:30 - 12:00

Plenary Session 4
GCED Talks

Crystal 
Ballroom

Moderator Monika FROEHLER
Chief Executive Officer, Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens

Speakers

Leonor BRIONES
Secretary of Department of Education (DepEd), Philippines

HAHN Choonghee
Special Advisor to the Speaker for Foreign Affairs, Speaker’s Office, National Assembly of the 
Republic of Korea

Emmanuel Elolo AGBENONWOSSI
Founder, Chocotogo Cooperative & Managing Editor, GhanaWeb & Executive Director, 
Afrotribune

Wei SOO
Co-Founder and Managing Director of Legal & New Market, Global Citizen

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch TBA

Concurrent Session 2
It takes a village to raise a child as a global citizen

13:30 - 15:00

Concurrent Session 2A
Policy talk: How to local-contextualize GCED

Crystal 
Ballroom

A
Facilitators

Andy SMART
Curriculum, Textbooks, Reading and Publishing Specialist, NISSEM Networking Group 

Tinsiri SIRIBODHI
Deputy Secretary General, The Teachers' Council of Thailand

Adrienne Blaine HENCK
Director, Global Schools First, Association for Childhood Education International 
Julian FRAILLON
Director, Assessment and Reporting Research Program, Australian Council for Educational 
Research

Day 2 : 6 September 2018
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice Programme Schedule

Time Programme Venue

Concurrent Session 2
It takes a village to raise a child as a global citizen

Concurrent Session 2B
Community-based approaches: GCED transforming our lives

Crystal 
Ballroom

B

Moderator
Gina THÉSÉE
Professor, Department of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, Université du Québec à 
Montréal & UNESCO Chair in Democracy, Global Citizenship and Transformative Education

Keynote 
Presenter

Paul CARR
Professor, Université du Québec en Outaouais & UNESCO Chair in Democracy, Global 
Citizenship and Transformative Education

Case 
Presenters

Madhuri Eknath RAUT
Community Researcher, Abhivyakti Media for Development

Patria May-i Pedrosa MALUPING
Youth Researcher for YAR project, Philippines, Civil Society Network for Education Reforms 
(E-Net Philippines)

Sharon LÓPEZ
Master Programme Coordinator, Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica

13:30 - 15:00

Concurrent Session 2C
(Workshop) Municipal efforts to promote GCED outside of school: 
Game-Catch-Experience-Development

Crystal 
Ballroom

C
Facilitator LEE Nam Sik

Director, Lifelong Education Division, Suseong-gu Office, Republic of Korea

Concurrent Session 2D
Technical Consultation Meeting on GCED Network (by invitation only)

15:00-15:30 Tea Break Foyer 

Concurrent Session 3
Today and tomorrow of GCED

15:30 - 17:00

Concurrent Session 3A
Innovative contextualization of GCED in classrooms through ICT-pedagogy integration

Crystal 
Ballroom

A

Facilitator Auken TUNGATAROVA
Programme Assistant, ICT in Education, EISD, UNESCO Bangkok 

Presenters

Mirza Mohammad Didarul ANAM
Lecturer, Govt. Teachers’ Training College, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Shahanaz PARVIN
Head Teacher Shotrujitpur Govt. Primary School, Magura, Bangladesh 

Nitai Charan OJHA
Assistant Professor, Regional Institute of Education, Bhopal, India

Jose J. KURISUNKAL
Teacher, Demonstration Multi-Purpose School, Bhopal, India
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction

Program
m

e Schedule 
DAY 1

DAY 2

Time Programme Venue

Concurrent Session 3
Today and tomorrow of GCED

Concurrent Session 3B
(Workshop) Why comics? GCED in low resource settings Crystal 

Ballroom
B

Facilitator Elettra PELLANDA
Senior Education & Research Consultant, Why Comics?

Concurrent Session 3C
(Workshop) Theatre as a pedagogical tool for local-contextualization of GCED Crystal 

Ballroom
C

Facilitator Lea L. ESPALLARDO
Resident Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Concurrent Session 3D
Technical Consultation Meeting on GCED Network (by invitation only)

17:00 - 17:30 Break Foyer

17:30 - 18:00

Plenary Session 5 (Closing): A way forward

Crystal 
Ballroom

CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO
CHUNG Utak
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU)
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

DAY 1

PARK Chun-ran
Vice Minister of Education, 
Republic of Korea

Opening 
Address

CHO Hyun
2nd Vice Mininster of 
Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea

Welcoming 
Address

CHUNG Utak
Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for 
International Understanding (APCEIU)

Welcoming 
Remarks

Congratulatory 
Address

BAN Ki-moon
The 8th Secretary-General of 
the United Nations 

Congratulatory 
Remarks

CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and 
Sustainable Development, 
Education Sector, UNESCO

1. Opening Ceremony

Time & Date 09:30-10:00, 5 September 2018 (Wed) 

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction
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DAY 1

DAY 2

The opening ceremony brought warm welcoming addresses acknowledging the active part the GCED Conference 
has played in providing a platform for discussion and action.

First, Park Chun-ran, Vice Minister of Education commended the Conference as a platform for sharing key studies 
and throwing a spotlight on localizing and contextualizing GCED. In the context of Korea, 2018 is a year where 
the emphasis is on peace and harmony in the Korean peninsula. 

Cho Hyun, 2nd Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, Republic of Korea appreciated the presence of Ban Ki-Moon 
who has worked vigorously on improving education globally and most importantly in developing nations. Cho 
aligned the rapid growth of Korea into an industrialized democracy as an outcome possible due only to the solid 
education of the population. In the current context, South Korea faces the task of denuclearization and achieving 
a harmonious Korean peninsula and by broadening the scope of education from nation-centric curriculums to 
global-centric education, efforts could be fruitful.
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice 1. Opening Ceremony

Ban Ki-moon, the 8th Secretary-General of the United Nations, offered congratulations on the Conference as a 
positive initiative taking place at a critical time when the world is facing adverse conditions. He defined global 
citizens as those who are aware and tolerant of different peoples and cultures. Inclusive and participatory action 
is required from global citizens to face and deal with challenges of today and tomorrow. “The young generation 
should have a mindset of building bridges instead of walls” he said. GCED holds the key for a future of inclusivity, 
sustainability and peace.

Choi Soo-Hyang, Director of Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO 
quickly highlighted the achievements in GCED and the universal concept of “Learning to live together”. 
Localizing the teaching of GCED is a priority and UNESCO is delighted to work with the Korean government 
in using GCED in peace building efforts in the Korean peninsula. Localizing context will be a turning point in 
making GCED a global enterprise, Choi said and the objective is not to transplant ideas but to find and nurture 
inherent ideas within each localized context. 
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction
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e Schedule 
DAY 1

DAY 2

Chung Utak, Director of APCEIU, began with sharing the success of the Conference in its recognition as an active 
platform for GCED internationally. The aim is to reach different corners of the world through the Conference and 
provide participants with updates on GCED and a platform for sharing experiences and ideas with like-minded 
individuals. Chung said that GCED has an emphasis on a global scale but it can instead be implemented locally. 
GCED should not only be about global issues but associated local realities, needs and understanding. Chung 
extended gratitude towards the guests and speakers and recognized their contributions towards efforts in GCED. 
He appreciated the participants as the most important actors of GCED and hoped they would be able to revisit and 
strengthen ideas taken from the Conference to their communities.
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

2. Keynote Speech
 Localizing Global Citizenship Educaiton: Challanges and Tasks

Moon Chung-in, Special Advisor to the President for Foreign Affairs and National Security and Distinguished 
University Professor in Yonsei University, emphasized that GCED is a unique and unusual initiative supported by 
not only the central government but also the local governments, noting that the 3rd GCED Conference itself is a 
sign of success. The Moon Jae-in Government is also supportive of GCED and foresees a very bright future of the 
initiative. 

Some but not all challenges of GCED entails the rise of parochialism, nationalism and racism and thus denial 
of human dignity, unending practice of authoritarianism and suppression of individual rights and globalization, 
prevailing market logic and deepening economic and social inequality. This was noted as an ironic aspect of 
globalization.

Time & Date 10:00-10:20, 5 September 2018 (Wed) 

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)

MOON Chung-in
Special Advisor to the President for National Security and Foreign Affairs & 
Distinguished University Professor, Yonsei University, Republic of Korea

Keynote Speaker
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED

Abbreviation
Introduction
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Through his presentation titled “Localizing GCED: Challenges and Tasks”, Moon covered the meaning of GCED 
as well as its challenges. The importance of GCED and its localization was discussed through the example of 
Gyeonggido Office of Education and its publication of GCED textbooks. Moon went on to discuss its bold move to 
publish textbooks for GCED at elementary, middle and high school apart from regular teaching curriculum. This 
initiative was spearheaded by the Governor, Lee Jaejoung and his efforts have proved to be very successful. 

The contents of the textbook were impressive, touching every aspect of global issues such as poverty, inequality, 
refugees, terrorism, cultural diversity, climate change etc. These are very difficult topics but social science teachers 
of Gyeonggido Office of Education worked diligently to produce these elegant textbooks. Several provincial offices 
of education - such as Incheon, Seoul, Gangwon - have adopted these textbooks and have started to engage in 
GCED. Their experiments have been very successful.

The textbooks deal with six major topics: sustainable development, climate change, and environment & culture and 
cultural diversity & poverty and inequality & war and peace, refugees and terrorism & human security and hunger 
& world order and international law.

Finally, Moon Chung-in offered recommendations on how to resolve the above challenges:
1) Optimum synthetization of global and local contents, 2) Enhancing public awareness of GCED, especially 
political leadership, 3) Sharing and exchanging knowledge, experiences and resources. 

Many countries do not have resources; therefore, Korea can take the leading role in sharing knowledge, resources 
and experiences with them as well as promoting the community of practice in GCED through networking 
and solidarity. Also, he emphasized mobilizing broad-based support for GCED. He mentioned that GCED is 
misunderstood as an irrelevant luxury. However, it is a part of the existential way of learning and sharing and thus 
it is critical to mobilize support for GCED.
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice

3. Plenary Session 1 (Special session): 
 GCED in the context of the Korean peninsula
 —its contribution to peacebuilding and reconciliation efforts

Time & Date 10:00-10:20, 5 September 2018 (Wed) 

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)

Moderator

Keynote Presenter

Panellists

CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, 
Education Sector, UNESCO

LEE Jaejoung
Governor of Education, Gyeonggido Office of Education & Former Minister of 
Reunification, Republic of Korea

Practice and achievement of Global Citizenship and Peace Education by 
Gyeonggido Office of Education

KWON Heonik
Professor, Trinity College, 
University of Cambridge, 
United Kingdom

KIM Sung Kyung
Professor, 
University of North Korean 
Studies, Republic of Korea

Eckhardt FUCHS
Director, Georg Eckert 
Institute, Leibniz Institute 
for International Textbook 
Research

SHIN Duchel
Director, Citizenship 
Education Division, 
Ministry of Education, 
Republic of Korea
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED
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This session was moderated by Choi Soo-Hyang, Director of Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, 
Education Sector, UNESCO. Choi opened the session by stating that “Learning to live together” is a fundamental 
priority that is no more relevant and urgent than now. This is especially the case in the Korean peninsula but due 
to recent developments, prospects for re-unification are viable. If successful, the Korean narrative could become a 
case study for other countries facing similar situations. 

Lee Jaejoung, , Governor of Education, Gyeonggido Office of Education and Former Minister of Reunification, 
Republic of Korea, stated that global issues are not simply global but strongly connected to local issues, therefore 
local issues cannot be interpreted without global issues. In the Korean context, social polarization in the nation 
and at schools has given rise to problems. However, in light of the efforts made in 2018, prospects for peace and 
unification in the peninsula are bright. 
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice 3. Plenary Session 1    

South Korea is undergoing a rapid transition into a multicultural society and the ‘global village’ is a visible reality. 
In response to this, Lee’s immediate local context of Gyeonggido province has established a democratic citizenship 
education department. There has been a gradual development incorporating rights, justice and cooperation in to 
the curriculum. Physical outcomes have been the publishing of 3 textbooks in Democratic Citizenship (concerning 
living together), Global Citizenship (life in global village) and Unification Citizenship (for an era of peace). 
Students and teachers have been encouraged to approach these topics through their perspectives. The values of 
peace development, harmony and ‘learning to live together’ will be imperative in convincing the youth of Korea 
in supporting unification efforts. Globalization and unification go hand in hand and making certain choices in 
education means making choices for the society at large. 

Choi Soo-Hyang then highlighted the key topics of democratic citizenship and unification education. She reminded 
the participants of the three conceptual cores of GCED - learning to live together, respect for diversity, solidarity 
and a sense of shared humanity. Here the participants were asked to participate in a live voting - “What is the 
priority for peacebuilding in Korean peninsula?” The outcome was: Respect for diversity (31%), Solidarity (17%), 
Sense of shared humanity (49%) and other (3%).
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GCED in Every Corner of the World : Local-Contextualization of GCED
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Kwon Heonik, Professor at Trinity College, University of Cambridge, started with giving importance to ‘empathy’ 
and localization of global citizenship initiatives as key initiatives. In the Korean context, it is important for the 
population to come to terms with the events of the past and future. Kwon’s specific example was the effects of war 
in Jeju Island as “a village mirrors global society”. The effects of the aftermath of war and eventual efforts towards 
peaceful living observed in Jeju Island serve as a small-scale case study that could be applied for the Korean 
peninsula at large. In Jeju, the coastal and hillside communities mirrored each other in the way war had affected 
the daily way of life. Community initiatives were rolled out and small action such as New Year’s visits were at 
a forefront in reconciliation efforts. Youth were at the forefront of such efforts as well. Kwon shared Picasso’s 
painting ‘Peace’ and its theme of ‘kinship as a root for peace’ in relation to the villages in Jeju that surpassed the 
devastation of war through active community action. Creating an identity of societal community and togetherness 
is a foundation to rebuild. In the Korean education system and society, the realities of war are not discussed about 
in detail and efforts to rectify this are an ongoing process he said. 
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The 3rd International Conference on GCED : 
Platform on Pedagogy and Practice 3. Plenary Session 1    

Choi questioned whether the common concept of peace is shared by North and South Koreans in light of the North 
Korean re-settlers in South Korea. Indeed there is a different understanding of peace between the two Koreas, 
Kim Sung Kyung, Professor at University of North Korean Studies, said as there is a clear division in way of 
thinking and the concept of peace. In fact the idea of peace was transplanted to the Korean peninsula in the 21st 
century. South Korea has a global sense of peace while North Korea’s views differ as they are isolated. Kim also 
highlighted the attitudes of South Korean youth as they have conflicting ideas of acceptance of and resistance to 
North Koreans. Therefore, the basis for unification in a shared ethnicity, language and ancient history could be 
convincing in overcoming any negative attitudes. Moving forward, in light of a rapidly-globalized South Korea, 
Kim said that emphasizing peace and its inclusive attitude would be a fruitful mindset in the future efforts. 

Eckhardt Fuchs, Director of Georg Eckert Institute, Leibniz Institute for International Textbook Research, 
presented the benefits that textbook revisions have in recovering and reconciling the present state of a country 
and its people with a violent past. In order to change the mindset of a population, especially of the youth, then 
revising education is a possible way forward. He said that textbooks act as a vehicle transferring knowledge from 
one generation to the next therefore they can also act as vehicles for peace. Fuchs used the case study of Germany, 
its past and how textbook revision efforts that grew to include diversity and inclusivity into education have been 
proving successful. The challenges of textbook revisions occurs around sensitive topics, discord amongst authors 
and varying narratives. In the case of sensitive topics with differing narratives, Fuchs gave the example of their 
Israel-Palestine project. In this case, the format of the textbook itself was changed to be inclusive of narratives from 
both countries. This is an attempt to provide a platform for reconciliation via education in a time of deep conflict. 
In terms of textbook revision in the current information age and the context of youth, Fuchs said that “no matter 
the form of textbook, the way in which knowledge and skills are presented will not change”. 
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Shin Duchel, Director of Citizenship Education Division, Ministry of Education, Republic of Korea, began with 
the “language” to use in unification education. Unification education firstly, includes understanding Korean 
division, an interest and willingness for unification and understanding society. In response to his presentation, 
Choi added that for democratic unification, security and global education need to be cohesive. Shin agreed and 
stated that textbooks are a tool to hand down knowledge to the next generation. However, changing curriculum 
is challenging and a paradigm shift is required for unification education. The idea of “Through education peace 
in the peninsula is possible” should be ingrained into new and revised curriculum. Methodology is the key as the 
curriculum provided should be consistent. Concepts of diversity, inclusivity and integration should also be reflected 
in the curriculum. 

What efforts could be made via GCED against prevailing biases in the context of 
unification of Korean peninsula?
South Koreans suffer from contradictory thoughts of North Korea and this is the crux of the problem. 
Due to pre-war ideologies being embedded in both North and South Korea, tackling bias domestically 
and locally could be a step towards reconciliation efforts.
Tailoring GCED to the context of the Korean peninsula, its history and biases in order to engineer a 
positive outcome of peace would be the way forward. The plenary and participants also concurred that 
a participatory method of learning where students take an active role is in line with GCED and would 
yield positive outcomes.
The case study of Germany can be an answer regarding introducing students from each side to 
communicate and form bonds. Providing information and motivation to students is important. Students 
should know the extent of their reality and context and be able to understand and respond armed with 
knowledge.

What are the justifications of textbook revision but unchanging pedagogy?
The participatory method of teaching is important as it is inclusive of students, however textbooks cannot 
actively resolve conflict, stop violence and bring peace. Textbooks instead fill the role of interfering with 
a set way of thinking and changing the mindset.
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4. Plenary Session 2 (Town hall meeting):
 GCED – Taking it local! 
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This session was moderated by Dov Lynch, Chief of Section of Global Citizenship and Peace Education, Division 
for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO. 
He welcomed the participants to the session and the Conference, which took place at a time of rapid, tumultuous 
global change such as poverty, conflict, violent extremism, climate change etc. He further emphasized the 
reaffirmation of UNESCO’s message - to build peace in the minds of young women and men through the ‘soft 
power’ of education (i.e. to empower and lift together for sustainable societies as global citizens). Peace cannot be 
built only through agreements between governments; rather, it must start in the minds of women and men.

Dov Lynch highlighted through the definition of GCED that the importance of education, specifically GCED is 
to empower learners with skills, values, attitudes and behaviours to ‘live together’, to engage as global citizens, to 
help shape more peaceful, sustainable societies. This vision is enshrined at the global level in the 2030 Agenda, 
and it is moving forward across the world. However, there are challenges to the implementation of GCED, which 
are discussed in UNESCO’s publication developed by APCEIU, the Korean National Commission for UNESCO 
and the Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable Development, GCED and the Rise 
of Nationalist Perspectives. In short, GCED is a contested concept today, perceived as a ‘luxury’ for countries 
struggling with conflicts, poverty and social cohesion and not relevant to all, especially in regions where the terms 
‘global’ and ‘globalization are equated with ‘westernization’.

Lynch explained that in order to overcome the challenges, the links between national/traditional concepts and the 
ideas at the heart of GCED must be clear. He announced the launch of the advocacy publication GCED: Taking it 
Local with the support of APCEIU. The goals are to: 1) identify local concepts conveying similar notions to those 
in GCED that can provide starting points for teaching it; 2) to show that GCED is not a new concept but a long-
shared aspiration in all societies and 3) to show that GCED is not something foreign but with deep local roots. 
Detailed explanations on the criteria of and the selected concepts can be found in Lynch’s presentation.

In conclusion, GCED does have local relevance and local concepts. At the same time, there are variations naturally 
reflecting different cultures and histories. The goal is to show the government stakeholders that GCED is ours, not 
someone else’s. 
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When asked how the concept of GCED is taken in the region, Chang Gwang-Chol, Officer-in-Charge/ Director 
a.i., UNESCO Regional Office for West Africa (Sahel), noted that the level of understanding of GCED varies in 
Western Africa. The vast majority of people are yet to be convinced for the need of GCED for different reasons. 
First reason is that the term “global” is controversial; in the African context, it could mean western values and 
hence they prefer the wording ‘responsible citizenship’. Secondly, there are similar values in Western Africa, such 
as hospitality and living together. Thirdly, some traditional values such as gender equality are dimensions yet to 
be accepted by the local people. Lastly, there are a number of children and youth who are out of school so how to 
reach them is another issue. There may be local entry points but also local customs are difficult. Difficulties in 
implementing GCED in West and Central Africa as well as the contextualization of education to prevent violent 
extremism and UNESCO’s holistic approach can be found in Chang Gwang-Chol’s notes.

Ana María Velasquez, Associate Professor at Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia, noted that GCED started 
playing a visible role in Colombia recently, which is promising given the country’s high level of violence and the 
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civil war of more than 50 years. Colombia is currently learning how to transit through a post-conflict scenario and 
to rebuild peace after signing a peace accord with one of the largest guerrillas. Velasquez believes that through 
GCED, the future generations of Colombia will be more aware of the experiences of other nations, which will 
empower them to understand and manage their own local processes. 

She also mentioned that unlike other countries, the general law of education in Colombia states that schools have 
the autonomy to define their own curriculum. The Ministry of Education establishes the general standards of the 
levels the students must reach, but these guidelines are not well understood and therefore are rejected or neglected. 
For that reason, Velasquez collaborated with school teachers to interpret UNESCO’s proposal on GCED and to 
explore ways to integrate it into their practice. Velasquez showcased two videos that are examples of how teachers 
and students from two schools in Bogota are embracing this initiative.

Bert Tuga, Vice President for University Relations and Advancement at Philippine Normal University, addressed 
some examples of local concepts that are being used in the Philippines to take GCED forward at the local level. 
GCED concepts can be reflected in local knowledge and values that have existed for many years. They have 
contributed to the formation of national identity. For example, mutual cooperation, collaboration and unity in 
the Philippines are best shown in its “Bayanihan Spirit”, which is a local custom that means nation, town or 
community. This value is considered important and is highly visible in both formal and informal curriculum of the 
education across all levels in the country. Unity is also considered integral in the Philippines, as it puts the entire 
community towards a common vision of peace and prosperity. In other ASEAN countries such as Indonesia and 
Malaysia, the concept of unity and diversity is reflected in national philosophy for education.

The challenges in localizing GCED, based on the experience in the Philippines, is looking intently at the country’s 
tradition, culture, values, current priorities and even issues and problems. It is also important to understand how 
they envision their citizens to be responsible, both in local and global levels.

Several programmes and activities of GCED are already being implemented in the Philippines. The goal is to 
influence policy and development in integrating GCED in formal curriculum. However, there are questions about 
contextual standpoint of the country for GCED. There is a strong need to establish a national/local framework for 
GCED to be acceptable to all as well as to clearly strategize how to integrate in state affairs such as education, 
peace and development, economics etc., so that everyone can meaningfully grasp GCED in the local and 
inspirational realities. Framework will participate in strategic integration of GCED in our efforts in the country not 
only in education but also in peacebuilding efforts.
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Professor, Chulalongkorn 
University, Thailand
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This session was moderated by Lay Cheng Tan, Programme Officer of UNESCO Bangkok, with Wangpo Tensin, 
Dean and Curriculum Specialist of Royal Education Council, Bhutan, Sayaka Matsukura, Chief Researcher and 
English Teacher at Saitama Ageo Higashi Junior High School, Japan and Athapol Anunthavorasakul, Professor 
at Chulalongkorn University, Thailand as the panellists. A joint presentation was done by panellists from Bhutan, 
Japan and Thailand on their project entitled preparing teachers for GCED, which entailed: a) the increase of 
knowledge of GCED amongst teacher educators, teachers and school leaders; b) the enhancement of the capacity of 
teacher educators and teachers to deliver GCED contents; and c) the strengthening of the school leaders’ capacity 
in supporting and implementing GCED in their institutions. Bhutan discussed the connection between GCED and 
Gross National Happiness. Japan looked at GCED and ESD and Thailand introduced ASEAN and democratic 
education. The panellists highlighted the key features, initiatives and challenges of each country. In addition, it was 
heavily stressed that quality education is integral to achieve GCED or ESD. 

During the presentation, the panellists explained their reason for a joint presentation - to share the important 
message that GCED is possible in every subject. However, they made it clear that they are not saying every 
subject should be GCED. They also addressed that integration takes time. We live in a changing world and thus a 
paradigm that was developed 20 years ago cannot be valid today. Therefore, there is a need to develop curriculum 
and paradigm anyway. GCED is indeed a difficult task but we must adapt to the changing world.
The session concluded with small group discussions on the entry points of GCED and its challenges in different 
countries.
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1B. Comparative studies on GCED in the system of 
 formal education in Korea, Japan and China

HAN Geon-Soo
Professor, Department of Cultural Anthropology, Kangwon National University, 
Republic of Korea

JHO Daehoon
Professor and Dean, College of Education, Sungshin Women’s University, Republic of 
Korea
Head Researcher of Research on GCED Implementation Status in the Republic of Korea* 
*(Co-researchers: KIM Dawon, Gwangju National University of Education, LEE Jungwoo, Sunchon National University, 
LEE Jihyang, Seoul National University, MOON Mugyeong, Korean Institute of Child Care and Education/ Researcher 
Assistant: LEE Sujeong, Seoul National University)

LEE Sunyoung
Seoul GCED Lead Teacher, 
Seoul Yangcheon Elementary 
School, Republic of Korea 

CHA Boeun
Seoul GCED Lead Teacher & 
Researcher, Centre for Global 
Studies Education

Makoto KOBAYASHI
Professor, College of 
Education, Tamagawa 
University, Japan

Yuchi ZHAO
Programme Specialist, 
UNESCO International 
Research and Training Centre 
for Rural Education

PAK Soon-Yong
Professor, Department of Education, Yonsei University, Republic of Korea
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This session was moderated by Han Geon-Soo, Professor in the Department of Cultural Anthropology, Kangwon 
National University. 

He welcomed the first speaker, Jho Daehoon, Professor of College of Education at Sungshin Women’s 
University, Republic of Korea. In the presentation entitled “Developing a Monitoring Tool of GCED Curriculum 
Implementation in Korea: Conceptual and Methodological Issues and Implications,” Jho focused on the status 
of GCED, in which it is inherently complicated and contestant, and is subject to different political and cultural 
interpretations. Although the research has no empirical findings yet, the presenter wanted to share conceptual 
framework as well as methodological obstacles and issues when developing a monitoring tool for GCED.  

The research team believes that there has not been enough data in the local level because the tool of measurement 
to assess the implementation of GCED is lack. The research team created a research design consisting of online 
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survey at a local level but meant to be representative of school level. The data collection was done at 2 levels, 
first, being at a school level where school variables, status of GCED implementation, and the school environment 
are being speculated. From the Office of Education, GCED implementation at the Ministry level were under 
the investigation for the national effort, and further support and practices at the local level had been under 
examination. 

By having schools as the unit of analysis, teachers of various levels were included in the survey to provide fuller 
scope of the school practices. The intent if not to place responsibility of GCED practices on individual teachers but 
on the schools. The survey participants were asked to measure the school’s implementation on GCED into 4 levels. 
There are 4 major issues that the research team came across and are focusing now. 

First, there are various understandings of the concept and goal: the schools and the teachers are bombarded with 
so many terms and concepts. These themes are being provided equally by the Ministry of Education, so the 
practitioners do not understand the overlaps of these concepts but see them as different teachings. The research 
team found out that the school representatives understand and interpret them differently. Second, the research 
pertains to the inherent limitation of the method although it tried to be more inclusive of qualitative research 
elements. Third, at high school level, the teachers are not able to tell if the resulting impact on the students is from 
their intrinsic change of value and attitudes, or from external incentives. Fourth, the analysis of the data obtained 
by the current measurement is subjective. Jho explains that the same response may be interpreted differently had it 
been 20 years ago. Consequently, the same data would be interpreted differently by different nationals too because 
of different system structure and cultural/political characteristics and historical context. Jho concluded that the 
future research needs to develop quantitative survey data to look into the monitoring especially considering the 
local context. 

The next panellists were Lee Sunyoung, Seoul GCED Lead Teacher at Seoul Yangcheon Elementary School, 
Republic of Korea and Cha Boeun, Seoul GCED Lead Teacher and Researcher at Centre for Global Studies 
Education. Lee and Cha shared their research on the GCED Lead Teachers, titled “GCED in the system of formal 
education in Korea”. 
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First, Lee presented various examples of how GCED is being practiced in the classrooms. While the presentation 
itself is limited to Seoul, Lee explained that the Ministry of Education created the action plan, and then the 
city provides another action plan for the local schools to implement with APCEIU providing various supports 
including the teaching materials, trainings, and other funding and network system. Lee explained that the GCED 
being interdisciplinary, many teachers are already teaching values and themes of GCED without knowing. Some 
teachers practice GCED as a part of curriculum, others use the form of extracurricular activities collaborated with 
other NGOs. Some schools take a holistic approach where even school-wide festivals are organized to advocate 
GCED. However, Lee poses that although many of these activities may seem to indicate active implementation and 
participation of the schools and teachers on GCED, many end up as a one-time event. Lee argues that the biggest 
challenge is the sustainability of GCED. 

With this question, Cha explored the causes of the lack of sustainability of GCED. Believing that the teachers 
have the greatest agencies but the least support, Cha and Lee wanted to focus on the teachers narratives. Upon the 
interview with the teachers who are taking the initiatives of GCED practices, the teachers had 5 main challenges: 
1) absence of communication between the teachers and the administrators, 2) ambiguous concept and orientation 
of GCED, 3) questioning the target of GCED, 4) lack of budget guidance, and 5) contextualized the problems faced 
by the teachers individually. Two years after, the 2nd interview was conducted on the teachers, and the teachers 
were divided into two groups - those who are not continuing GCED, and those who are still continuing regardless 
of the result. The research found out that the teachers quit for many reasons. Some are doubtful of the urgency or 
need and impact, others are burnt out. Amongst those who continue, internal motivation is needed the most. Cha 
concluded that the sense of urgency along with the sense of accomplishment help the teachers to sustain.

Makoto Kobayashi, Professor of College of Education at Tamagawa University, Japan, provided an overview of 
GCED in Japan, divided into three main sectors: academic society (JAIE), public schools (ASPnet), and civil 
organization (GiFT). JAIE began research on citizenship education, and how does main research on GCED. 
Its activity consists of annual conference - the most recent one being in June 2018 with an open symposium on 
“UNESCO’s GCED and EIU”, publications such as Citizenship and International Education in a Global Age, 
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and more. A GCED-oriented curriculum for civic education and moral education will be introduced in 2022 as a 
“Citizenship” subject. 

Kobayashi shared classroom practice examples at Osaka City Minami Elementary School - ESD school designed 
by National Institute for Educational Policy Research, Ageo Higashi Junior High School - appointed by the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology to establish a global citizenship course for the first 
time in the public school in Japan, and Senda-Nike High School (Super Global High School) - ASPnet. 

Kobayashi introduced a civil organization called GiFT who organizes symposia, workshops, and training seminars 
on GCED for the government, universities, schools, and business sectors. ASPUnivNet was also introduced, which 
consists of 21 member universities in Japan. Kobayashi hoped for more participation of the existing network to 
increase the support for those who are involved in GCED.

The final panellist was Yuchi Zhao, Programme Specialist at UNESCO INRULED. Zhao explained that the value 
of GCED is closely related to Chinese tradition of valuing harmony in diversity and peace. Having 55 ethnic 
groups within the country, China has been working on building the sense of community for the shared future. Zhao 
believes that GCED could be one of the best strategies for the harmony for all mankind including environmental 
issues, global poverty, and other issues echoed in the SDGs. Zhao explains that in 2010, China introduced 10-
year plan for curriculum reform, to cultivate international talents. EIU had been talked about before but not in 
the national documents. The reformed curriculum aims to encourage student-oriented teaching and learning, 8 
objectives of which 3 are related to EIU. 

Zhao also provided an example of Pudong in China where the local schools develop their own curriculum to 
be more contextualized to the regional need, and a case of International Committee of the Red Cross, China 
Red Cross Fund, and Local Education Authorities exploring the humanitarian law by training teachers to teach 
the course in schools. Zhao ended with the note that with increasing international immigrants in China, and 
urbanization issues faced, GCED is precisely relevant to that China needs to work on locally.
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1C. GCED-integrated curricula responding to local contexts: 
 Cases from Cambodia, Mongolia, Uganda and Colombia

Ana María VELASQUEZ
Associate Professor, Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia

Vichheka KHUON
Deputy Director General, 
Ministry of Education, Youth 
and Sport, Cambodia

Olga Lucia ZARATE 
MANTILLA
Director, Preschool, 
Elementary & Secondary 
Education, Ministry of 
National Education, 
Colombia

Bayarmaa 
BAZARSUREN
Researcher, Mongolian 
Institute for Educational 
Research

Patrice SSEMBIRIGE
Curriculum Specialist, 
National Curriculum 
Development Centre of 
Ministry of Education and 
Sports, Uganda
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This session was a case study presentation from Cambodia, Mongolia, Uganda and Colombia providing updates on 
their three-year GCED Curriculum Development and Integration projects. Each country presented a background 
of pre-existing education structure and how they designed and implemented GCED integration strategy into 
their curriculum. The first year was spent in fact finding and analysis of existing curriculum, the second year in 
curriculum development tailored toward information found and the third year in implementation. Additionally, the 
countries shared challenges they faced and factors that were realized as the project was carried out. It was led by 
Ana María Velasquez, Associate Professor at Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia. 

Vichheka Khuon, Deputy Director General of Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport, Cambodia, introduced the 
country context of Cambodia - its history, geography and religion. The educational system dating from historical 
times to today was briefly explained. In order to successfully implement GCED in Cambodia, local contexts were 
taken into full consideration. Teachings in Buddhism and the concepts of GCED were aligned with ideas such 
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as the concept of the interconnectedness of the world and acceptance in diversity. Historical examples of GCED 
concepts with historical influences from India in religion, art, architecture and education were drawn to further 
establish the mindset that GCED is not a new concept thereby making it more acceptable. After a curriculum 
reformation in 2014, in cooperation with APCEIU, GCED was incorporated into History and Moral-Civics. 
Challenges faced included,

1. School environments being very traditional thereby implementing new teaching methodologies difficult to 
integrate.

2. Teacher capacity building being inadequate as knowledge of GCED, history and linking the contents of both 
were underdeveloped. 

3. Adequate teacher backgrounds as the teachers come from diverse educational backgrounds. 
4. Limited resources are different from school to school, however they are innovating to use resources creatively.
5. Mindsets of the school principal and teachers as some case studies (historically) are sensitive topics. 
6. The project was realized first through a national strategic plan and then integrated by region. “Adapt not adopt” 

was the motto of Cambodian efforts in GCED integration.

Director of Preschool, Elementary & Secondary Education, Ministry of National Education, Colombia, Olga 
Lucia Zarate Mantilla started with a background of the Colombian project including perspectives on diverse ethnic 
groups and languages and decentralized educational departments. Colombia has developed citizenship education 
guidelines under the Ministry of National Education system. Through initial research, the project found gaps 
in general teacher training and support as well as teacher training to teach citizenship and develop emotional 
aspects in education. Therefore the project outcome was a “Teacher Training Guidelines in Citizenship” which 
began with the construction of the guideline including general features such as teacher training, stakeholders and 
appropriation. The guidelines were realized as follows:

1. Phase 1 - Situational analysis of GCED in Colombia.
2. Phase 2 - Guidelines for teacher training in citizenship education.
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3. Phase 3 - Distribution of Teacher Training Guidelines.
4. Currently - charting the implementation route of teacher training guidelines and focusing on its sustainability. 

The guideline was produced inclusively and its strengths include the articulation and integration of different 
approaches to citizenship education, outlines for alternatives in the articulation of topics related with citizenship 
education, proposals for a series of trajectories that trace possible paths of reflection and action and providing 
suggestions to relate the classroom and the school to their specific local contexts.

Bayarmaa Bazarsuren, Researcher at Mongolian Institute for Educational Research, began with an introduction to 
the Mongolian educational system structure and statistics. Prior to the project, the secondary education curricula 
were revised and Mongolia has been making progress towards the SDGs since 2015. However the SDGs mainly 
focused on ecology and nature providing a gap and a need to clarify the roles of citizens. Therefore, the project 
took on GCED Curriculum Development and Implementation thusly:  

1. Phase 1 - A team was established, a situational analysis and capacity building were carried out.
2. Phase 2 - A GCED teachers guide was developed, training for secondary school teachers was undertaken and 

monitoring took place. In pilot testing the attitudes and understanding from teachers towards GCED varied. 
In primary grades, GCED is reflected in lesson plans, worksheets, and used in everyday lessons. Due to initial 
dominant traditional approach, activities encouraging student’s participation started taking place for transition 
into the mindset of GCED. Students reported feeling encouraged by this change in curriculum that was inclusive 
of them. Teachers additionally requested guides and tips on how to reflect global citizenship.

3. Phase 3 - The teacher’s guide was finalized, produced and distributed to secondary school teachers. Teacher 
training included all teachers and suggestions from teachers were considered. 

In the Mongolian context, challenges faced included a lack of expertise in GCED topics, a lack of trained teachers 
and qualified curriculum developers and the development of GCED was viewed with relevance only to the social 
sciences. The project tackled the challenges by organizing capacity building training for teachers and important 
factors to realize GCED in national education policy revolved mainly around providing continued support for 
teachers and developing GCED learning materials for both students and teachers.
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Patrice Ssembirige, Curriculum Specialist at National Curriculum Development Centre of Ministry of Education 
and Sports, Uganda, began with a background of Uganda covering history, geography, politics, economics, 
pedagogy and the national curriculum system. Due to Uganda’s national curriculum for primary, secondary and 
vocational institutions being centrally developed by the National Curriculum Development Centre, societal needs, 
emerging issues, political, economic and social factors, international commitments and global trends in education 
are considered. The implementation of GCED curriculum development in Uganda was undertaken thusly: 

1. Entry points in primary school curriculum, opportunities and challenges for GCED implementation and effective 
pedagogical skills needed for the delivery and integration of GCED into existing curriculum materials were 
identified. GCED training for integration and use of curricula and supplementary materials required for primary 
schools was conducted.

2. A workshop was organized to develop GCED materials and pilot testing of draft curricular materials was 
undertaken. The materials developed were intended to supplement existing curriculum by integrating GCED 
core competencies into social studies and religious education.

3. Capacity-building workshops were conducted for teachers. Teachers then conducted school-based training for 
GCED. 

Challenges faced in the Ugandan context include blending national and international, individual and societal 
interests into the education system. Enhancement of teacher capacity building and workshops are further required. 
Mitigation measures proposed were adopting GCED practices that don't require funding, involving the community 
in initiatives and improving teacher delivery mechanisms. The project is seeing first-hand impacts of GCED in 
education system amongst students as evidenced in school activities. 
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How do you make teachers fall in love with the idea of GCED and its investments in the 
future?
Khuon emphasized the motto of “adapt not adopt” and taking existing culturally ingrained ideas and 
showing teachers how to develop on them as a foundation. Khuon also proposed content based teaching 
that makes students think more and be proactive and independent in their learning as a way forward 
for GCED teaching. Mantilla said that teachers should be supported and that teachers can also be 
encouraged to listen with the context of problems voiced by students. Bazarsuren said that while the 
ideas of GCED are not a new, teachers should be trained to adapt their teaching towards a GCED focused 
attitude. Ssembirige said that aligning content in curriculum with GCED would be crucial in changing 
the mindset of teachers. Strategically convincing teachers to actively participate in global issues (thereby 
realizing the necessity of GCED) could be a way.

How do we motivate teachers to be passionate about GCED efforts?
Ssembirige highlighted skills of teacher delivery as a challenge but that providing supporting materials 
and encouraging mindset where GCED can be taught both inside and outside the classroom as a way 
forward. Bazarsuren recommended relying on teacher experiences and targeting teaching methodology 
for positive teaching outcomes. Khuon stressed the support of the government and ministries in keeping 
teachers supported and motivated towards change in curriculum. All countries encountered challenges 
in teacher support and capacity building. Moving forward all countries agree that teachers need to be 
further supported and empowered through capacity building workshops and the GCED project stepped 
up to cover not only different levels of education but teacher training colleges as well.
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6. Plenary Session 3: 
 GCED Play – Here, hear

Lea L. ESPALLARDO
Resident Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association (PETA)

Meann ESPINOSA
Senior Artist-Teacher, 
Philippine Educational 
Theater Association (PETA)

Ada Marie TAYAO
Senior Artist-Teacher, 
Philippine Educational 
Theater Association (PETA)

In this plenary session, Lea L. Espallardo, Resident Artist-Teacher at PETA, introduced PETA and its core values 
of promoting national identity and empowering people to fight for integrity and human rights. She said that the 
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interconnectedness and interdependence of countries cannot be denied therefore, “one becomes a citizen of not 
only their own country but of the world”. The theatre tells stories that are “yours, theirs and ours”, with narratives 
that are local in context but international in roots. In introducing the interactive performance of this plenary, 
entitled ‘Hear here’, Espallardo said that war is thought of mainly in the context of human casualty and structural 
demolition. Nuances such as changes in soundscapes are often overlooked. In today's world, the sounds of war are 
accepted as the new normal.

The play ‘Hear here’, performed by Meann Espinosa, Senior Artist-Teacher at PETA, (acting as the characters) 
and Ada Marie Tayao, Senior Artist-Teacher at PETA, (providing visuals and music accompaniment), tells a story 
through sound. The plenary became interactive when participants were asked to identify contextual sounds and 
then provide the sounds themselves. The audience provided sounds for ‘at home’, ‘at the market’, military aircraft, 
missiles and bombs. The story is of a village once peaceful but quickly destroyed by war. It effectively illustrated 
the effects war has on daily life, the behaviour of people and mental health. In including the audience in both the 
positive and negative sounds, the performers showed that negative circumstances such as war are perpetrated by 
humans and therefore it is in the hands of humans that positive change can be brought about. 
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The play, at its core, is a story of any community in any context facing war. With its ultimately dark 
ending (death of the main character), the participants wondered at a more optimistic ending. The play 
only intends to interpret and represent the reality of current and ongoing situations of communities 
facing war.
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DAY 2
1. Opening Session

Time & Date 09:30-10:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)

CHUNG Utak
Asia-Pacific Centre of Education 
for International Understanding 

(APCEIU)

Welcoming 
Address

Leonor BRIONES
Secretary of Department of 
Education (DepEd), Philippines

Congratulatory 
Address

Congratulatory 
Remarks

Shigeru AOYAGI
Director, UNESCO Bangkok 
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1. Opening Session

Chung Utak, Director of APCEIU, opened the second day of the conference by welcoming the participants and 
thanking them for their presence. Chung reviewed what was discussed on the first day of the Conference - local 
contextualization of GCED - and expressed his interest in sharing concrete examples on how to contextualize 
GCED at the local level. He reminded the participants that the Conference was a platform to come together and 
share stories and encouraged them to share their efforts and initiatives to better the world through GCED. Thanks 
to active participation from the participants, the Conference has been recognized as one of the leading conferences 
on GCED. GCED is everyone’s mission and duty; therefore, the Conference will commit itself to gathering and 
sharing various key studies and practices throughout the world and disseminate them further.

Leonor Briones, Secretary of DepEd, Philippines, expressed gratitude to distinguished guests, especially to Chung 
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Utak, for inviting the Philippines to the Conference. She also congratulated APCEIU, Ministry of Education 
and Ministry of Foreign Affairs for hosting the Conference as well as UNESCO for its active participation and 
sponsorship. She was delighted to learn about GCED and its work not only in Asia but also all over the world. 
She also noted that this Conference came at a very urgent time for the Philippines, in the midst of the DepEd 
reviewing the curriculum. Learning about experiences in other parts of the world will serve extremely useful to the 
Philippines in this very important time.

Shigeru Aoyagi, Director of UNESCO Bangkok, highlighted the importance of GCED and vision for the future 
in his congratulatory remarks. He noted that the discussion of the serious global challenges serves as a reminder 
that we are all interconnected. He expressed gratitude to APCEIU for organizing this Conference and noted the 
need to infer a sense of citizenship to young children in the long-run, as SDG 4.7 cannot be achieved if children do 
not have a sense of global citizenship. The role of the teachers is not just to impart knowledge and skills but also 
to be a role model introducing ways to learn more and ways to live together. He also thanked the Government of 
Korea and its support for preparing teachers for GCED in countries in Asia Pacific (China, India, Japan, Malaysia, 
the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Bhutan). He noted that UNESCO is happy to work with the international 
community to advance and promote GCED and ESD and seek for new partnerships.
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Time & Date 10:30-12:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)

Moderator

Speakers

2. Plenary Session 4 : 
 GCED talks

Monika FROEHLER
Chief Executive Officer, Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens

Leonor BRIONES
Secretary of Department of Education (DepEd), Philippines

Local Contextualization of Global Citizenship Education

HAHN Choonghee
Special Advisor to the Speaker for Foreign Affairs, Speaker’s Office, 
National Assembly of the Republic of Korea

Global Citizenship: An overarching goal of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 
Development and the United Nations

Emmanuel Elolo AGBENONWOSSI
Founder, Chocotogo Cooperative & Managing Editor, 
GhanaWeb & Executive Director, Afrotribune

Globalization: How is Africa actually doing? A personal reflection on Afro-
Optimism 

Wei SOO
Co-Founder & Managing Director, Legal & New Market, Global Citizen

Global Citizen – Popular culture meets public policy
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The plenary began with a video themed around the idea of “Leave no one behind”, thereby setting the tone for 
the plenary. Monika Froehler, Chief Executive Officer of Ban Ki-moon Centre for Global Citizens, welcomed 
the participants and began with “Everyone has a mission”, an introduction to the Ban Ki Moon Centre for Global 
Citizens. GCED is of course at the core of the Centre’s efforts. Its mission includes leadership, mediation, advocacy 
and education. Quotes by Ban Ki-moon, “The world needs active global citizens, who are engaged in the world, 
knowledgeable about its diversity and passionate about change for the common good” also help set the tone for this 
plenary. 

Leonor Briones, Secretary of DepED, Philippines, began with the local contextualization of GCED in the Filipino 
context. She first defined global citizenship based on the universal qualities of human rights and democracy 
providing learners with skills, knowledge, values and attitude towards inclusivity and diversity. Briones shared 
statistics of global youth populations and highlighted the plight of impoverished youth and their inability to access 
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the information freely available to privileged youth. “Global inequality poses barriers to global citizenship”, she 
said. In the Philippine context alone, 3.573 million are children out of school. In response to this crisis, alternate 
learning systems are proving to be the key as an outreach to those who don't have access to traditional education. 
Therefore there is a need to integrate GCED not only into formal education but also into alternative learning 
systems in order to have maximum outreach. 

The effectiveness of GCED implementation varies by each context, “shaped by history” and differs by region and 
country. Implementation should be conducive to receptiveness, economic and developmental history, trade and 
financial liberalization and structural adjustments. It is critical to contextualize present ideas of GCED with the 
colonial past of many developing countries in light of the pasts of current active partners in GCED. Countries with 
colonial histories find it challenging to contextualize GCED against a backdrop of weighted relationships with 
current champions of GCED. 

Briones shared her personal story of being a child of war and the positive impact of continued education efforts, 
carried out by teachers and parents alike, had on her. Briones also exemplified the more recent Marawi crisis 
where the decision was made to continue classes, providing children the “normal” routine of school life thereby 
providing children the support of education as a pillar. The Philippines has taken strides in incorporating GCED 
into basic education and teacher education through trainings, seminars and workshops, many in collaboration with 
UNESCO. 

Conclusively Briones said, “Conceptions of the global are defined by experience” and peoples experiences shape 
their thoughts and what they pass on to future generations. Therefore there is a need to balance what is considered 
as GCED (in theory) with the reality of people's experience. Teaching not only academically but through 
experiential and activity based teaching would be a holistic approach. Additionally, individual country-level 
challenges need to be addressed and adapting GCED to local contexts will assist teachers in teaching GCED as the 
education will be sensitive to localized experiences.

Hahn Choonghee, Special Advisor to the Speaker for Foreign Affairs, Speaker's Office, National Assembly of 
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the Republic of Korea, provided a detailed background on SDG 4.7 and its birth and development. He noted that 
SDGs are very much related to what GCED is aiming for as the ultimate goal; hence, the discussion on SDGs 
must include a discourse on GCED. He further emphasized that GCED is not only an education agenda but also a 
solution for resolving fundamental problems faced by the international community today and provided his personal 
concept and scope of the GCED. Then, he provided a background on how the education discourse has evolved 
during the last several decades. As GCED is flourishing with support from the UN organizations, NGOs, the 
academia, there are clear tasks and challenges that lay ahead that need to be considered and tackled.
 
He further addressed his personal recognition and interpretation of the concept and scope of GCED (2 
recognition/3 relationships), which can be found in great detail in his presentation. He also discussed violent 
extremism and GCED, refugees and adolescent girls, youth and GCED and the tasks and challenges ahead.

Emmanuel Elolo Agbenonwossi, an entrepreneur representing his company - ChocoTogo (a small scale chocolate 
making company in Togo) and a different perspective in the pursuit and real world implications for GCED 
shared his personal story. He shared the story of ChocoTogo as an idea that developed from the fact that while 
Togo is the 2nd largest exporter of cocoa in Africa, chocolate is not processed there. This means there is a gap in 
employment and community-centric efforts. Through his company, Agbenonwossi was able to bring employment 
in the processing of cocoa to the farmers in Togo and facilitate education in the farming communities. Demand for 
handmade chocolate—farmed, processed and manufactured in Togo—grew and this provided the opportunity for 
empowering the community and educating the children. Through his entrepreneurial work, Agbenonwossi came 
across GCED and saw the core concepts of it already in his efforts. 

He started an additional initiative, the Afrotribune, a communal space where young Africans can gather to discuss 
their future with a focus on Africa. In doing so, Agbenonwossi is encouraging the core aspects of GCED in youth 
through the basis of community and common goals. Agbenonwossi’s story is a real-world working example of how 
GCED can change the world starting from a community. 
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Wei Soo, Co-Founder and Managing Director of Legal & New Market at Global Citizen provided background on 
the establishment of the organization 10 years ago and discussed its work and impact across the world. Through 
technology and social media, Global Citizen engages with young people and mobilizes them to learn and take 
action. Soo presented various case studies and global campaigns that illustrated the successful combination of 
public policy and pop culture in order to draw the attention of ordinary citizens and policy makers. 

To date, members around the world have taken 60 million actions, resulting in policy commitment from global 
leaders. He reaffirmed to continue his strong working relationship with the UN and thanked Ban Ki-moon for his 
support during this time as the Secretary-General. Finally, he emphasized that this was only the beginning of using 
social media to engage youth and expressed his excitement to work with the international community to achieve 
the 2030 agenda through GCED.
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APCEIU developed the publication, Global Citizenship Education: A Guide for Policymakers. The participants 
were divided into 4 groups, each table with different topics from the book: Curriculum Review and Development; 
Capacity Building; Knowledge Creation, Sharing and Dissemination; and Monitoring and Assessment.

Time & Date 13:30-15:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom A (2F)

Facilitators

3. Concurrent Session 2: 
 It takes a village to raise a child as a global citizen

2A. Policy talk: How to local-contextualize GCED

Andy SMART
Curriculum, Textbooks, 
Reading and Publishing 
Specialist, NISSEM 
Networking Group

Tinsiri SIRIBODHI 
Deputy Secretary General, 
The Teachers' Council of 
Thailand

Julian FRAILLON
Director, Assessment and 
Reporting Research Program, 
Australian Council for 
Educational Research

Adrienne Blaine 
HENCK
Director, Global Schools First, 
Association for Childhood 
Education International 
(ACEI)
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Andy Smart, Curriculum, Textbooks, Reading and Publishing Specialist at NISSEM Networking Group, presented 
on issues related to curriculum, including textbook and pedagogy. Smart asserted that pedagogy and skills are 
as important as the local context. While acknowledging the debate between GCED as a concept and pedagogy, 
Smart explained that the two are actually fused together. Pedagogy plays an important role as supporting teachers 
and supporting them to teach in the classroom. Smart explained that there has been a Meta research study that has 
published to look into the effectiveness pedagogy in the low and mid income countries. The significant finding of 
this study is that the use of strong structured pedagogy had the most effective learning process as a result. 

Smart argued for the importance of the structured pedagogy, although recognizes the limitations by the classroom 
condition. Smart argued that pedagogy is powerful, and that transformative learning is a vital theme. The 
behavioural change of teachers and of learned is important, and will lead the learners to have emotional appealing 
for GCED. Smart also argued that textbooks shape the structure pedagogy. Smart showed how the current 
curriculum content consists of overloaded list of dense topics, which is precisely against structured pedagogy. The 
challenge Smart explains, is that the pedagogy must be contextualized. Smart ended the presentation with a video 
clip of Colombian students who see themselves as agents of transformation and change - because this should be the 
ultimate prize and goal for all of us.

Tinsiri Siribodhi, Deputy Secretary-General of the Teachers’ Council of Thailand, started with the point that the 
school environment for GCED needs to be created, starting with the teachers. To help teachers’ capacity building, 
we need to help them through policy for continued professional development by encouraging culture of professional 
learning community through peer collaboration, observation, mentorship, and action learning. 

The second argument made by Siribodhi is that capacity building in GCED faces challenges such as needs for 
analytical skills for assessing the relevancy and needs of GCED in the national and local context. In order to make 
GCED effective, it needs to be relevant to the national context - for example, in Thailand, civic education was 
the beginning, and then Japan started with ESD, Korea initiated with Peace Education. Siribodhi explained that 
usually 21st century skills are being asked of the students, but the teachers also need these skills in order to know 
and teach them to the students. 
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Siribodhi argued that in order to build teachers’ capacity for GCED, we need to emerge the culture into education, 
with a new pedagogy for deep learning. Some examples of policies for capacity building Siribodhi provided are 
Teacher Coupon system to enroll in class or courses for capacity building. SEA-TCF, which contains topics and 
themes similar to that of GCED, is developed and adopted by 11 Countries, Teacher exchange programs another 
way to immerse in the other country context to build capacity. Siribodhi ended the presentation with discussion 
questions for the group: 1) what are the policies for GCED 2) what are the strategies for capacity building 3) what 
are the examples of the GCED capacity building activities in your country?

Adrienne Blaine Henck, Director of Global Schools First, ACEI, presented how they play the role of knowledge 
creations and sharing, and dissemination. The organization has 127 years of history with 50,000 individuals 
engaged around the world. While there had been more focus on GCED for secondary population, with new 
initiatives to include early childhood population as target of GCED, ACEI will be able to take an active part in it, 
Henck said. The age range that ACEI focuses on is from birth to 8 years old. Henck explains that this is when they 
develop their own identity such as how do I understand myself and others, the relationships with the world and the 
others. ACEI focuses on primary school level and early childhood. 

Henck also argued that there is a need for a broader definition of the network by emphasizing the power of the 
network, the village that raises a child. The role the ACEI can play is to bring the network together to work on 
GCED together. Different strategies can be used, Henck said, from expanding the network to publish more work 
and research to share the knowledge and disseminate. Henck explained that ACEI can take the opportunity to 
participate bringing in the strength of early childhood networks. Henck said that ACEI can be using the platforms 
that they have established, such as the magazine published to share and disseminate the information within and 
beyond the network. Connecting with the title of session, Henck ended with the note that it is important to think 
about who’s in the village, who’s outside, and who we can partner with.
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The final panellist was Julian Fraillon, Director of Assessment and Reporting Research Program, Australian 
Council for Educational Research. People talk about implementation of the program but at some point people 
question the impact and the resulting behavioural changes. Fraillon said that this is where his organization steps 
in to think about monitoring and assessment. Fraillon explains that the assessment monitoring and evaluation on 
GCED are not new. In 1971, IEA already contained civic education part. It is the same body behind the current 
IEA on societies. The contents are contested while they were bringing the values underpinning the education. 
Often the definition of whom and what brings many debates. Measuring and achievement outcome are equally 
important. For example, only the achievement results are looked at as outcomes, but Fraillon argues that really, the 
attitudes are as important as the achievement outcome. What is the right answer in value and attitude questions can 
be a challenge. The degree can vary depending on the local context but do not have right or wrong answers. 

GCED is often recognized within curricula but not necessarily flagged as relevant, but not coming off of GCED. 
Usually back mapping tactic is used to identify GCED topics in curricula. Common approach is to take holistic 
within the school. Fraillon explained two misconception of GCED practice. First being the magnified concern on 
nationalism and national issue. Fraillon explains that although nationalism and national issues might seem to be too 
heavily focused, but ICCS result shows that citizenship education does not emphasize nationality, but themes like 
human rights, understanding of others, environment, which  are heavily connected to GCED and you see evidences 
that GCED value are within the citizenship education. 

Second misconception Fraillon explained is the assumption that GCED results in measurable outcome. While 
exciting ideas about innovative ways to implement GCED had been presented throughout the conference, Fraillon 
asserted that we need to narrow down the definition of GCED and stay consistent within or across groups in order 
to measure and make it meaningful for comparison. Monitoring needs consistency in measuring it overtime. The 
assessment framework is needed to specify what we are going to do how and why. This assessment should be 
separated from the curriculum because the process of assessment is much more focused and narrowed, so we need 
to define what we are measuring, said Fraillon. Although fully aware of different perspectives on GCED, Fraillon 
explains that in the process of monitoring, we need to stick to one definition so we can measure the same thing 
through the tools developed.
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Time & Date 13:30-15:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom B (2F)

Moderator

2B. Community-based approaches: 
 GCED transforming our lives

Gina THÉSÉE
Professor, Department of Teacher Education, Faculty of Education, 
Université du Québec à Montréal & UNESCO Chair in Democracy, 
Global Citizenship and Transformative Education

Paul CARR
Professor, Université du Québec en Outaouais & UNESCO Chair in Democracy, 
Global Citizenship and Transformative Education

Madhuri Eknath RAUT
Community Researcher, 
Abhivyakti Media for 
Development

Patria May-i Pedrosa 
MALUPING
Youth Researcher for 
YAR project, Philippines, 
Civil Society Network for 
Education Reforms
(E-Net Philippines)

Sharon LÓPEZ
Master Programme 
Coordinator, Universidad 
Nacional de Costa Rica

Keynote Presenter

Case Presenters
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This project-sharing session moderated by Gina Thésée, Professor of Department of Teacher Education at 
Université du Québec à Montréal, showcased community based projects embedded with ideas of GCED. Projects 
were presented from the Philippines, India and Costa Rica. The session focused on empowering local communities 
through youth-led projects and each project showcased successful research-led and needs-based activities and 
workshops targeting issues brought up by the community for the community. All three projects were led by women 
and they emphasized the role of women as leaders with a voice in their communities. 

The keynote presenter, Paul Carr, Professor at Université du Québec en Outaouais, opened the session by looking 
at global citizenship and GCED through the lens of community. He defined global citizenship and GCED as an 
intersection of Community, Society and Nation. Carr posed questions concerning bridging local and global and 
localizing global issues, community participation, engagement and literacy. GCED is an answer to these questions. 
Carr also defined challenges where efforts are either too local or too global, inconsistencies in access to resources 
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and under-evaluating inequitable power relations. Carr provided examples of community engagement from Latin 
America—Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador, Brazil and Peru. Issues highlighted were rural women, elimination of gender 
violence and importance given to women of African descent. GCED was incorporated by providing support in 
citizenship participation and education for sustainable development, continuous teacher training, and localized 
programs that resonated with the issues of the community. Carr also gave an example from Mongolia where youth 
and life skills are a priority for community based efforts.

Madhuri Eknath Raut, Community Researcher at Abhivyakti Media for Development, presented a self-started 
initiative “SHODHINI” - seeker women, a youth-led action research project on gender, education and livelihood 
in India. Raut began with a brief background of her remote rural community and highlighted gaps in inadequate 
education and healthcare facilities, inequality of women and girls, safety for women and early and coerced 
marriage of girls. Raut started the research process by collaborating with her neighbouring village and began with 
training workshops (understanding context - leading to gender leadership, data analysis and reporting) and field 
work (census of 100 girls, community mapping). 

Raut’s key findings included statistics of girls receiving education, dropout rates, those in farm labour, transport 
issues, sanitation issues and harassment issues. Girls were also restricted in voicing their opinions and had no 
space to gather and voice their concerns. Outcomes for Raut’s project include a community map generated by her 
research and Shodhini library (a safe gathering space for girls), girls joining or re-joining school and girls being 
recognized and given an identity as leaders in the community. 
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The next presenter Patria May-i Pedrosa Maluping, Youth Researcher for YAR project, Civil Society Network for 
Education Reforms (E-Net Philippines), presented her work as a Youth Researcher for the YAR project - youth for 
nationalism and democracy. Her context is from the Philippines and the struggles of youth - drug use (especially in 
out-of-school youth), extra-judicial killings, historical revisionism and TRAIN law which has increased the price 
of living. 

Youth for Nationalism and Democracy is a women's organization where youth action research is aimed towards 
assisting out-of-school youth. The project employs a fresh and youthful approach using the arts and training is 
provided for youth researchers thereby empowering youth to be the agents of change in their community. People’s 
theatre was used as a research method targeting struggling students, LGBT and drug addicted youth. Sustained 
activities include alternative education via the arts and culture through workshops and theatre production in 
communities and schools. 
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Sharon López, Master Programme Coordinator at Universidad Nacional de Costa Rica, shared her initiatives in 
Costa Rica with the perspective of citizenship for impoverished people with a lack of education and at risk of 
drugs and gang related activities. Her project targets impoverished women and women at risk in the Guarari region 
facing issues of poverty and violence. The yearlong project is based in the GCED principles of cognitive, socio-
emotional and behavioural. The project brings together at risk women by creating relationships and a sense of safe 
community. Sessions are organized by creating a safe space, communicative exercises and awareness exercises. 
The ideology is ‘building peace starts with the self’. The project also introduces women to global women's issues 
and participants take part in research projects mapping violence and peace instances in their community. The aim 
is for self-empowerment to face issues as a community. 

The sessions conclusively highlighted unequal power relations between community and society, women's initiatives 
in community efforts and the ethical dimension of GCED. As the sessions projects were presented by women for 
women centric efforts the session’s main outcome was that “GCED should be transformative and emancipative 
especially for girls and women”. The projects exemplified the use of GCED ideology in context sensitive projects 
that empower the community to take positive independent action.
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Time & Date 13:30-15:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom C (2F)

Facilitator

2C. (Workshop) Municipal efforts to promote GCED outside of school:
 Game-Catch-Experience-Development

LEE Nam Sik
Director, Lifelong Education Division, Suseong-gu Office, Republic of Korea

This session consisted of an interactive workshop in three sessions to showcase the effort of local governments 
in GCED. The session began with the introduction of the programme that Suseong-gu started in order to spread 
GCED as well as its strategies and plans that were established in order to promote GCED. 
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The second session invited participants to engage in an exercise based on a scenario of a polar bear cub and his 
attempt to find his lost mother using different props, followed by a video of destruction of the earth by humans. 
The key message of these activities was that even small things can have an impact to change the world. 

Then, the third session took place where a number of different projects by middle school students were showcased. 
The participants were able to ask them questions regarding the topics chosen and it served as an opportunity for 
them to interact and engage. 
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Time & Date 15:30-17:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom A (2F)

Facilitators

4. Concurrent Session 3: 
 Today and tomorrow of GCED

3A. Innovative contextualization of GCED in classrooms 
 through ICT-pedagogy integration

Auken TUNGATAROVA
Programme Assistant, ICT in Education, EISD, UNESCO Bangkok 

Mirza Mohammad 
Didarul ANAM
Lecturer, Govt. Teachers’ 
Training College, Dhaka, 
Bangladesh

Nitai Charan OJHA
Assistant Professor, Regional 
Institute of Education, 
Bhopal, India

Shahanaz PARVIN
Head Teacher, Shotrujitpur 
Govt. Primary School, Magura, 
Bangladesh

Jose J. KURISUNKAL
Teacher, Demonstration Multi-
Purpose School, Bhopal, India

Presenters
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Auken Tungatarova, Programme Assistant, ICT in Education, EISD, UNESCO Bangkok, opened the session by 
asking for a show of hands amongst the participants for those who were teachers and users of ICT in teaching. 
She spoke of the added value of ICT in GCED as ICT directly connects to the GCED pillars of cognition, socio-
emotional connection and behaviour. ICT in addition provides a pathway to information and knowledge. ICT also 
involves an additional dimension of global citizenship - DC. DC is about diversity of perspective and connecting 
with different people across the world. In terms of action, students, youth, teachers even older generations can 
use ICT to create content and have outreach. Through research a call for lesson plans using ICT was put out 
and 21 Teacher Education Institutes were notified. 9 lesson plans were received and 2 were selected as they best 
showcased GCED integration and effective use of ICT. The lesson plans come from India and Bangladesh and 
show the difference in urban and local contexts. 

Shahanaz Parvin, Head Teacher at Shotrujitpur Govt. Primary School, Bangladesh, represented the rural context 
in Bangladesh. Parvin made the session interactive by turning into a classroom and the participants became her 
students. She presented her lesson “A garment workers day”. The plan was context sensitive and used the reality 
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of Bangladesh thereby making it relatable for her students. Participants were asked questions about the visuals 
she presented and exercised reading comprehension skills. ICT was incorporated via QR code technology and 
participants were asked to compile their understanding of the lesson plan onto a digital platform in real time using 
their mobile phones. 

Jose J. Kurisunkal, also an English teacher at Demonstration Multi-Purpose School, India, represented the urban 
context in India and provided a lesson using local literature. He demonstrated his lesson and showed examples of 
his students collaborating on assignments via Google Docs. The participants were again asked to become a ‘class’ 
and used posters in lieu of Google Docs. Kurisunkal used QR code technology and contextually unique to India, 
used WhatsApp. He made use of sites like Padlet and Mentimeter to create an online group where students could 
answer questions based on the lesson. 

Tungatarova concluded the session by appreciating the reality-based lesson from Bangladesh and the use of local 
literature from India. She said that ICT is a tool that should be used only when viable and necessary. The theme 
of local contextualization applies to ICT as educational apps and social media apps are context specific. The 
participants in the session gamely took part in the two lesson plans and teachers amongst the participants also 
offered suggestions of their favoured apps.
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Time & Date 15:30-17:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom B (2F)

Facilitators

3B. (Workshop) Why comics? GCED in low resource settings

Elettra PELLANDA
Senior Education & Research Consultant, Why Comics?

The use of comics in education brings out various educational benefits, as recent academic research demonstrates. 
Elettra Pellanda, Senior Education & Research Consultant at Why Comics?, shared the work of her organization, 
Positive Negatives. Positive Negatives is an organization based in UK, working on various social issues to amplify 
the voices of the minorities. It was founded by Ben Dix while he was working at UN Sri Lanka, who had empathy 
toward the real life conflict that he had witnessed while there. The works of “Positive Negatives” are ethnographic 
narratives presented in a graphic novel form. The stories include the narratives of modern labour migrants to 
address various social issues. 
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Pellanda presented step by step guidance of how the use of comics can take place in a classroom. Pellanda 
explained that with the comics read in class, the students can further share their continued story drawings, and 
discuss what they have drawn and how they differ. The workshop activity started with an icebreaker where the 
participants are asked to “Take a step forward” if the sentences are applicable. For example, the participants were 
asked to take a step forward/raise their hands/ if their family is migrated from a home country. Such activity is 
intended to make the students think about their experiences, the meanings behind the words such as migration. 

Pellanda explained that the experience of reading comic can be for everyone - even with illiterate. Another positive 
factor of using comics as a teaching materials is that little formal training is required to use it in the classrooms, so 
many can easily incorporate the comics into  education. Pellanda used the comic titled, “Meet the Somalis” which 
is a project created for Open Society Foundation. The project contains testimonials of 14 people in living in 7 cities 
in Europe. These stories provide very unique perspective on Somalis living and working in Europe. During the 
workshop, the participants were given a copy of Shamso story. Pellanda explained that this story was chosen as an 
example because it’s a 4 page comics, its short, and Shamso is readable for elementary school level, because it does 
not contain violence.

Pellanda explained how engaging comics are to the readers. When reading comics, our brain understands 
the stories in each panel without really thinking about which one is next or how the panels are organized. For 
examples, Pellanda pointed out that in the 1st scene of the comic you can recognize its set in the kitchen because 
our brains engage in the picture, only with one clue - cereal. In addition, when we see the space between the 
panels, it is when the creativity of the readers comes in place. Our brain consciously creates own sense of time 
when reading comics. Unlike movies or books, what and how the comics engage the readers are very different. 

Pellanda also argued that the use of comics in education is beneficial because comics enhance students to retain 
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the information. According to a study, Pellanda shared that students learned through comics remembered longer. 
The comics can also be used outside of the classrooms, to discuss or engage with other students. Lastly, Pellanda 
asserted that drawing a comic also has a benefit of teamwork and research experiences since the students will have 
an open debate and do research at home to present in class the next time.

The participants were able to experience how the comic education can be conducted in classroom by reading the 
comic and having group discussion as the students would of the comics is used in the classroom. Various different 
perspectives were drawn from the same comic and the participants were given an opportunity to create a story 
themselves.
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This workshop session was facilitated by Lea L. Espallardo, Resident Artist-Teacher at PETA. This interactive 
session required participants to actively move around and reflect on their social position, local context and feelings 
through various theatre activities. Key points that were emphasized throughout the session were that the power 
of theatre or drama enriches the quality of education by developing the critical faculties of young people through 
discussion and artistic exploration. It also contributes to the value formation of young people as they experience 
the world through drama. The importance of creativity was stressed throughout the session, as it is the key to 
developing a citizenry that is innovative, ingenious, productive and responsible. 

Time & Date 15:30-17:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom C (2F)

Facilitators

3C.  (Workshop) Theatre as a pedagogical tool for 
 local-contextualization of GCED

Lea L. ESPALLARDO
Resident Artist-Teacher, Philippine Educational Theater Association(PETA)
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Through different interactive activities, the participants realized that they were all different and that they had 
different privileges. But they could also share their ideas with those near them, who had interrelated issues. This 
is related to the idea of contextualizing GCED, which is about making connections with different cultures and 
bringing everyone in the same level even if they are in different social positions. 

The three-fold function of theatre in education include 1) creating a platform for participatory, student-centred 
learning; 2) providing an empowering process through dialogue and collective reflection; and 3) serving as a 
strategy for conscientization and transformation. The moderator challenged the participants to expand their 
vocabulary as they cannot be creative if stuck to one vocabulary.
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The Conference closed with warm and resounding thanks to the contributions of the participants. Choi Soo-Hyang, 
Director of Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, UNESCO was appreciative of 
the insightful sessions and ideas that were shared over the course of the conference. Her main concern had been 
uneven implementation on the ground and identifying local contextual counterparts to global concepts. 

Time & Date 17:30-18:00, 6 September 2018 (Thu)

Venue Crystal Ballroom (2F)

Speakers

5. Plenary Session 5 (Closing): 
 A way forward

CHUNG Utak
Director, Asia-Pacific Centre of Education for International Understanding (APCEIU)

CHOI Soo-Hyang
Director, Division for Peace and Sustainable Development, Education Sector, 
UNESCO
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Choi’s takeaway from the Conference was that the core concepts in GCED need to be expanded for successful 
implementation in the field and reconciliation between the past and present is required for the local village to feel 
like it belongs with the global village. She extended an open invitation to UNESCO’s Global Forum on GCED 
in 2019. Choi thanked the Republic of Korea, Korean National Commission for UNESCO, APCEIU and most 
importantly participants in their efforts towards GCED. 

Chung Utak, Director of APCEIU extended his heartfelt appreciation to participants coming from across the world 
and hoped that the conference provided an opportunity for immersion into GCED. He spoke of the outcomes of the 
Conference as embracing various contextually sensitive avenues—education, arts, culture and the community as 
assisting in the acceptance and implementation of GCED. Chung highlighted APCEIU’s Curriculum Development 
and Integration Project in Cambodia, Mongolia, Uganda, and Colombia and introduced a new phase with new 
countries inclusive of capacity building for educators. Chung concluded by hoping to work together towards the 
common goals of GCED.




